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edia Day educates
igh school students
.

Taking the risk
Terri McGraw
AssL News Editor

On Saturday Oct. 1, over 100 high
students participated in
Day '88. Media Day is "an
aU-day communication
~,lriorkshop· that creates an opportufor high school students to gain
experience in various raeof the media field.
The idea af having Media Day at
carne from the KUOP Coordicommineee. Dr. Carol Ann
has coordinated the event since
began at UOP three years ago.
~!ll3eforc coming to UOP, she coordisimilar events at the Univerof Hawaii, the University of
...,.,v,a;>A.a and Ohio State University.
MEDICAL Hall teaches Public Relations

DOCTOR,S
CENTER

.,"m,.. nt

came from schools in Fresno,
1M04:lesto, Oakland, Porterville, Sactram.entiD, San Francisco and TurThe program started with a
·twelcoJmulll speech from Dr. AtchThe students then attended a full
thatincl uded educa-

Global seas
threatened

the Sargasso Sea. Since becominvolved with the Cousteau
~"'"""'"L v, he has worked on the
Sea of Cortez expedition
part of the "Rediscovery of the
film series. He has sailed on
expedition vessel Calyoso and
""uJaL~:>u on river projects on the
~azon and the Mississippi.
A graduate of Cornell University,
Brown has lectured on behalf of the
~ociety in South and Central Amer~a~ as well as in Canada and the
JUntted States.
The Cousteau Society was founded
Jn f973 by Captain Jacques-Yves
tousteau, world famous explorer
1
ai!d environmentalist and a pioneer
l>f scuba technology. The Society
~oncentrates on exploration and
tnvironmental education and has
~ntroduced millions of people to
Information about the world's water
~Ystem through films and lectures
based on Captain Cousteau's comlllitmcnt to preserving the environ~ent.

The Cousteau Society is a nonIOrofit organization supported by
ilnembership contributions. They
Ptlieve that bringing information to
Udiences throughout the world will
freate a public understanding of our
orld that will, in tum, cause people
~make decisions and take action to
)rotect the environment and safeUard vital natural resources.
' The honorarium paid to the
ousteau Society by UPBEAT Lec~res will be used by the society to
illnd future operations and cxpedijons.
The lecture is free for Pacific Exlress cardholders and faculty, and
~2.00 for public admission.

tiona! sessions, a press conference,
and a barbeque lunch. An awards
assembly ended the day.
The session covered such topics as
news, sports, feature, editorial, yearbook, photography, copy editing,
graphics/design, radio production
(commercial writing/production)
and broadcast journalism (radio(TV
newswriting/production). They also
participated in a press conference
with author and Channel 31 News
Anchor Christine Craft. Craft is
known for her lawsuit against a
Kansas City television station that
she claims fired her as a news anchor
because of her appearance and age.
The awards presented at the close
of the day were given to the top three
students in each of the different
educational sessions. The winners
received paperweights with the UOP
emblem. Each student attending
received a certificate of participation.
UOP students were also able to
learn from Media Day. Public Relations students in Hall's Public Relations Cases and Problems class
gained practical experience by taking responsibility for the design and

production of the event program;
publicity for radio, television and
newspapers; hospitality; and introductions for the speakers.
The session presenters were: Dr.
Durlynn Ancma, UOP Communication Department-Print Jounalism
(news); Ed Galdrikian, President of
JEA/NC (graphics/design); Luanne
Hyde, Freelance Writer (news); Dan
Kasser, UOP (photography); Steve
Lyle, KJOY radio (broadcastjounalism); Johnny Milford,· KWIN-FM
(ra dio production);
Leanne
McLaughlin, feature editor Palo
Alto Times Tribune (feature); Jim
Shuman, Modesto High School
(yearbook); and Dr. Bill Tillinghast,
Director Newspaper Fund, Editing
Workshop at San Jose State (editing).
The Media Day '88 Committee
was headed by Hall and consisted of
Dr. Durlynn Anema; Jon Schamber,
Chair of the Communication Department; Karen Olson, Communication Department-Pacifican Adviser; Dr. Alan Ray, Communication Department-BroadcastJoumalism; and the Admissions Office.

Crimes continue II
Terri McGra w
AnL News Editor

Last week, an ex-con and two
Stockton residents were arrested for
committing felonies on campus.
"One of the crimes occurred in
broad daylight," according to Director of Public Safety Norm Askew.
"At2:45 p.m. an ex-con was arrested
for rummaging through a secretary's
desk drawers in the School ofEducation Building. In order to prevent
crime at UOP, people need to learn
to observe and report suspicious
subjects."
Daytime thefts this semester also
include 35 bicycles -- a dramatic
increase over the 51 total bicycles
stolen last year.
"The majority of crimes this year
hilVe occurred in broad daylight.
However, students need to be aware
of campus safety after dark, too,"
said Askew.
"Don't walk alone after dark. Follow well lit pathways. Walk confidently. Don'thesitate to use the blue
phones," advised Askew.
Emergency phones accented with a
blue light are placed throughout
campus. Even if the receiver is simply lifted, an officer will be quickly

dispatched.
Askew also discouraged walking
along the levee. Call a friend when
walking to and from the townhouses.
Follow the path between the tennis
courts and field.
Last year the Resident Hall Association (RHA) offered an escort
service. Students volunteered their
time to accompany peers on campus
after dark.
Public Safety also offers services.
Lectures on common sense crime
prevention are available to campus
living groups and resident halls.
Also, Operation Identification allows students to have personal property marked with their license number, increasing the chances of recovery if stolen. Public Safety also cosponsors presentations concerning
rape crimes with the San Joaquin
County Rape Crisis Center. In addition, they publish informative
weekly crime summaries and Crime
Alerts.
Askew is currently making a proposal to have more emergency blue
phones on campus.
"The blue phones are one of the
most effective crime prevention
measures on carqpus," said Askew.

Staff'writer

This month, on Oct. 6-16, UOP
juniors Melissa Trimble and Jennifer Holowchak will be in Norway
for a conference sponsored by AlESEC (the International Association
of Students in Economics and Business Management).
AIESEC is the largest non-profit,
non-political, totally student run
organization in the world. With a
staff of 40,000, only 40 of which are
paid for their work, AIESEC operates in approximately 550 univer~i
ties in over 67 countries. AIESEC's
major activity is the Exchange Program, which provides thousands of
students with valuable work experience.
Students will be very busy at the
conference. According to Holowchak, UOP' s AIESEC chapter president, "we will be working in 'think
tanks' and 'working groups' brainstorming and exchanging ideas
[as well as receiving] training on an

international level about effective
management, marketing and public
speaking skills."
In addition, Trimble and Holowchak will have .the chance to meet
with over 400 students from 300
countries; all with the notion of
promoting international awareness
and global friendships. As Holowchak states, "it provides an exceptional opportunity to network with
others and form lasting bonds."
AIESEC conferences such as this
one serve to bring creative, dynamic
people with similar goals together.
Trimble, UOP's AIESEC chapter
vice president, describes AIESECers as being "the most motivated,
articulate, open-minded, visionary
people I have ever been associated
with." Holowchak goes on to add
that" AIESECers do not accept what
is when there's a possibility it could
be better."
Although being an active member
of AIESEC is extremely time consuming (fundraising for conferences
such as this one is very demanding),

One such change is "Pacific
Hour," which will go into effect next
semester. Virtually no academic
classes will be held from noon until
1 p.m. Fonner ASUOP President
Nonnan Allen, along with the
Committee on Campus Unity, proposed this change to the administration last semester. This semester,
with the help of the administration,

During his first few months as the
most influential student leader on
campus, ASUOP President Eric
Kjeldgaard has seen many changes
takeplaceatUOPandhasseenmany
decisions arise that will directly effect students. Kjeldgaard recently
shared his views about the significant changes occuring at Pacific.
President Atchley's announcement to have outside contractors bid
for the operation of Dining Services
stirred up student concern. While
many students are busy opposing the
the proposal, Kjeldgaard is optimistic about it.
"The proposal itself looks very
attractive. It will add a larger variety
of food on campus, while providing
funds to renovate dining areas.
However, there is a big risk involved. We don't know how the
quality can be kept up with the
amount of money coming back to the
university. Many people are saying
it is too good to be true. What happens if the quality changes after two
or three years?" said Kjeldgaard.
"I'm willing to take the risk. If
ARA can assure the quality and
consistency of the food, then the
financial aspect of the endeavor is
too good to pass up. It's a big 'if' .Not
many want to take the risk, but I'm
wilhng," said Kjeldgaard.
In addition to the Dining Services
controversy, a series of resignations ~
among administration has plagued ~
UOP this semester.
j
"I think the resignations are hav- (/)
ing an affect on the students to some
ASUOP president Eric Kjeldgaard.
degree. If we are changing the system, good, but if the positions are
vacating just to eventually be refilled, I think it is bad. So many
people, such as Associate Athletic
. Director Tom Stubbs, must be sacrificing some of the responsibilities of
Jon Bibler
their first position. There's no way
Slaff Writer
they can do both unless they're
working 80 hours per week. I hardly
For over 80 years, in almost 200
believe that they are getting paid
collegiate chapters and 50 alumni
dQllble or even a slight increase in
clubs all over the country, Mortar
salary," said Kjeldgaard.
Board has been serving college
When comparing President Atchcampuses and the community. The
ley with former president Stan
University ofthe Pacific is no excepMcCaffrey, Kjeldgaard feels they
tion.
are two different types of leaders.
Mortar Board is an exclusive na"McCaffrey didn't want to know
tional senior honor society commitabout problems. His policy was
ted to high academic performance,
community service work and cam'hanate tnem on your own.· Howpus involvement. Last spring, over
ever, with Atchley everything is
400 students applied and 26 were
going out into the open. Things
accepted into the ranks of Mortar
happen a lot faster with Atchley as
Board.
president."
"It is a very select group," said
senior Mortar Board President Louise Ito. "I felt extremely honored to
be chosen, for I know it is such a
selective process."
both Trimble and Holowchak agree
Students involved in Mortar Board
that the benefits make the sacrifice
must carry a B average or be in the
worthwhile. As Holowchack mentop 35 percent of their class.
tions, "no matter what you put in,
"It is the most exclusive honor
you get a minimum of twice as much
society after Phi Beta Kappa," said
back."
Della Richardson, the Public RelaFurthermore, Trimble explains
tions director for the organization.
how she has personally benefitted
"The
students involved in Mortar
from her association with the organiBoard
are really movers and shakers.
zation: "I have gained confidence
They
are
a well-rounded group."
and responsibility, as will as compliMortar
Board
was founded in 1903
mented my education by familiarizand
was
originally
intended to recing myself with the international
ognize
academic
excellence.
The
scene."
student
group
was
founded
on
the
Linda Wilson, an AIESEC memcampuses
of
the
East
Coast
as
a
ber, explains, "it forces you to look
select
group.
Until
only
13
years
beyond your own doorstep and see
ago, only women were allowed to
how you can make an impact on the
join,
but in 1975, Mortar Board
world."
opened
its doors to men. The student
Holowchak and Trimble feel fortugroup
has
been on the UOP campus
nate to represent UOP at the conferfor
over
20
years.
ence in Norway and spread their
Although
academics
are a top prienthusiasm and ideas for AIESEC to
ority,
community
involvement
is
others. After all, as Holowchak says,
equally
important.
Past
activities
of
"AIESEC is about making friends
Mortar Board on the UOP campus
across the world so we can bring it
have included a breakfast with the
together one friendship at a time."
president of the University, organiz-

AIESEC members go abroad
Chrissy Storkan

Since 1908

Kjeldgaard was able to see this proposal approved.
"I represent the students. I would
like to be involved in making as
many decisions as possible that
concern me as a student. However,
the students need to understand that
the administration can not consult
them every time a decision is made,"
Kjeldgaard explained.

Select group serves
ing the Last Lecture Series, in which
campus professors are invited to
speak to students as ifit were the last
lecture they would ever give. The
emphasis of these programs is student involvement
"We really try to get students involved on campus," said
Richardson. "We feel that this is
very important for the University."
For the upcoming months, Mortar
Board has planned several functions
designed to serve both UOP and the
Stockton community.
"Our annual pumpkin sale is coming up the week before Halloween
where we auction off donated pumpkins," Richardson explained. "The
proceeds will go to a scholarship
fund for underclassmen designed to
generate more interest in Mortar
Board among those students who·
really do not know who we are. We
are also involved in community help
regarding the women's shelter here
in Stockton."
Other Mortar Board activities include an AIDS awareness program
for UOP students and an adopt-agrandparent program to help the
Stockton elderly.
"We are a good group that has a
great opportunity to meet with other
student leaders and get things accomplished as leaders," concluded
Ito.
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SENATE 1988 - 89

In the new~~

SPEAKER
Alpha Chi Omega

Louise Ito
The first annual Career Forum sponsored by the School of Business and
Public Administration Alumni Council and Arthur Andersen & Co. will
be on Wednesday, Oct. 12 from 7:00- 9:30p.m. at Weber Hall. The
Forum is open to all UOPstudents. I twill feature a widespectrumoffields
and career options.
The keynote speaker, Dr. William D. Knick of the Corporate Resm.rcc
Group of San Francisco, will address the topic of "Planning for Careers
in the 90s." He will explore the myriad of options available to a college
graduate.
Knick's speech will be complemented by an open discussion time with
SBPA alumni at booths throughout Weber Hall.

The CYA Visitation Program at the Anderson Y Center is ~eking
volunteers to interact with youth serving at the California Youth Authority.
The CYA Program has been in existence since the 1960s, under the
supervision of the Anderson Y Center and the Sociology Department
Field Study Program. Visits will be held once a week for three hours.
We invite you to share in this unique and rewarding experience. lfyL·U
are interested in becoming a volunteer or have any questions, please
contact Rosy Salcedo, CYA Coordinator at (209) 946-2444.

PRESIDENT
Eric Kjeldgaard

The Academic Skills Center and Student Advising will give three minicourses next week. Anyone can come to WPC 241 from 7-8 p.m. for
advice on how to improve their study habits. Each course is taught by a
student advisor and is free of charge.
Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,

October 10:
October 11:
October 12:

How to Study Biology (Brent Smith)
Term Papers (Kim Schumacher)
Exam Taking (Cathi Charlton and
Tawnya Wentworth)

Courses in calligraphy, computers, wine appreciation, estate planning,
and San Francisco shopping are among those offered in October by the
Office of Lifelong Learning.
Three education courses arc offered, including "Strategies to Enhance
Positive Self-esteem in Children." It will be held on two Saturdays, Oct.
1 and 8, 8 a.m.-5 p.m., in room 210 of Knoles Hall. Cost is $55 for one
credit. "Contemporary Issues in Community and Personal Health" will be
presented on Sunday, Oct. 9, Saturday, Oct. 22, Saturday, Dec. 3, and
Saturday, Dec. I 0, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., in room 210 of Knoles Hall. On Oct.
22, it will be held in room 207 Knoles Hall. Students must attend all four
days. Cost is $96 for two credits. "Child Abuse: Social, Psychological and
Counseling Aspects" will be held on Friday, Oct. 21, 6-10·p.m., and
Saturday, Oct. 22, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. and 6:30-9:30, in room 210 of Knoles
Hall. Cost is $55.
"Fundamentals of Wine Appreciation" will be offered on W cdnesdays,
Oct. 5-Nov. 16 (excluding Oct. 12), at 7:30 p.m., in room 226 of the
Classroom Building. Cost is $60.
."Practical Chinese" will be held on Thursdays, Oct. 6-Nov. 3, 7-10 p.m.,
m room 119 of WPC. Cost is $55.
Two art classes will be presented, including "Introduction to Calligraphy," which will be held on Saturdays, Oct. 8-Nov. 19, 9-11 a.m., in
~onset 5. Cost is $55 for one unit credit; $40 fornon-credit. "Papermakmg for Classroom ArtProjects"will be held on Friday,Oct. 21, 7-10p.m.,
Saturday, Oct. 22, and Sunday, Oct. 23,9 a.m.-3 p.m., at 1851 Lincoln
Road in Stockton. Cost is $90.
"Estate Planning: Decisions You Should Make Now" will be offered on
Tuesday,Oct.ll,andThursdays,Oct.I3, 7-9p.m.,inroom211 ofKnoles
Hall. Cost is $15 per person, $20 per couple.
"San Francisco Shopping Adventure" will be offered on Saturday, Oct.
29,8 a.m.-6p.m. Participants are asked tomeetatBums Tower by 8 am
Cost is $45.
· ·
For more information, call the Office of Lifelong Learning at 946-2424.

944-7168

504 Northbank Ct. #21

957-7803

1176 Rosemarie Ln.
SouthWest #207

952-1788
944-7901

4332 Pacific Ave.
504 Northbank Ct. #25
504 Northbank Ct. #81

952-5469
478-1961
477-3437

Wemer#310
Grace #301

944-7013
944-7763

EXEC. AFFAIRS
Laura Gooier

SENIOR
Charlene Harris
Rebecca Leino

JUNIOR
Kim Austin
Wendy HoefferVJ ,
1
Chinh Vu

SOPHOMORE
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~

J

-
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Senators listen to a student's proposal.

Opinions voiced
Thomas Mills
Staff Writer

Two high-ranking members ofCalifomia's energy industry will discuss
the effects of regulatory reform on the state's electric utilities system
during a forum at noon on Monday, Oct. 10.
Richard Bilas, commissioner of the Califomia Energy Commission, and
Tapan Munroe, chief economist for Pacific Gas and Electric Company,
will comment on the current and future status of California's energy
situation.
Bilas is affiliated with numerous economic societies and has been a
faculty member at the University of Southern California, University of
Colorado, Georgia State University and Bakersfield State. He serves on
several economic committees on the state level and has been widely published discussing economic issues.
Munroe, a former UOP economics professor, has also published and
lectured on a wide range of economic topics. He manages strategic
business issues projects and helps direct community development activities for PG&E.
Sponsored by UOP's Economics Department and School of Business
and Public Administration, the discussion will be held in the SBPA
Executive Training Center located in Weber Hall. Admission is free and
light refreshments will be available. Formore information, call the SBPA
office at (209) 946-2476.

Archania #204

Do you have a gripe with the
School? Do you have a bone to pick
with the administration? Have you
thought ofa new idea? Or do you just
want to compliment an organization
on a job well done? The best way to
voice your opinion, whatever it may
be, is through the ASUOP Senate.
Consisting of32 senators, this year's
Senate is led by its speaker, Louise
Ito.
Currently, the Senate is investigating the dining services issue.One
method of investigation has been an
attempt to get the students' opinion
of the controversial issue. The Senate has arranged for this month's
speaker forum featuring UOP President, Bill Atchley. The forum took
place in theMcCaffreyCenterTheater last night at 7:30.
The decision to allocate $11 ,000 to
23 clubs thatapplied for funding was
voted on Monday night, Oct. 3, by
the Senate. Presently, the Senate is
working on funding for the various
constituent schools. The amount of
money given to each school will be
determined on the basis of attendance with respect to the amount of
students in each school.
A future ~sue to be discussed by the
Senate is the possibility of improving the Townhouses' parking lot. Ito
says the parking lot, which is all dirt,
has been an issue for about three
years, but "nothing has been done."
Ito hopes to change that trend.
Other issues facing the Senate are
the idea of scheduling the ASUOP
and the constituent schools' elections at the same time, hosting a
voting booth in the McCaffery Center for the national presidential election, and an all campus Halloween
costume contest. These issues have
not yet been voted upon.
With all the new issues and enthusiasm, Ito says that the Senate "has
room for improvement. We are
working on visibility. We are working on awareness of the Senate." One
way of publicizing themselves will
be by printing up tee-shirts. Another
idea is the use ofan "open forum" for
all of their meetings. This "open

forum" is available to all students
and is designed to give the students
a chance to voice their opinions."All
I ask is that I am contacted prior to
the Senate meeting and am given
your i~sue," says Ito. All meetings
take place in the conference room oi
the McCaffery Center at 9:00p.m.
Ito stresses that each student on
campus has "at least six representatives working for Him/her in the
Senate." There area two senators
from each class, two from each
school, one from R.H.A. (Residence
Hall Association), two from off
campus, and one from the IFC (Interfraternity Committee).
There are presently, six Senatepositions open. The Senate is looking for one representative from the
School of Phannacy, two from the
University College, one from the
sophomore class, and two from the
School of Education. For those who
are not aware of the Senate, Ito says,
"The Senate is the chief legislative
body on campus. Weconfirmexecutive appointments that the president
(Eric Kjeldgaard) makes. We create
legislation on general issues based
on student welfare. We are also the
body that approves ~ budget allocations from the AfbUOP general
fee. It gets split up between ASUOP
and UPBEAT (and their committees, clubs, and constituent schools).
Anyone interested in those positions
are urged to apply because there
won't be as many positions next
year. The number of senators will
decrease from 32 to 20 n~xt fall.

Brenda Beasley
Jim Sterner

)J

FRESHMAN
944-7814 lnr:'IIIV!;''"
944-2010
944-7900

Roksana Badkoubei Jessie B. #124
John Carmicheal
Jessise B. #210
Joel Perez
John B. #127

A.E.S.
John Cook
EdHorley

944-7191
944-7566

Ritter#210
Price #213

A.S.P.
Lisa Ramos

Townhouse A-15

C.O.P.A.
Sam MasseIIi
Manual Yanez

Jackson #305
Alpha Kappa Lambda

944-2048
943-9357

504 Northbank Ct. #22
Werner#308

478-0662
946-2002

SouthWest #182
Grace#343

944-7699

c.s.s.
Katie Garrett
Angela Wilson

O.A.S.I.S.
Andy Mills
Carolyn Walker

S.A.S.B.P.A.
Dave Bagenski
U.C. #21
Sheery Bargagliotte U.C. #35

944-7286

I.F.C.
TR Taylor

Alpha Kappa Lambda
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OFF CAMPUS
Jaren Tonkin

3612 Kirk Ave.
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Lori Minden
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R.H.A.

PROTESTANT
WORSHiP
SERViCE
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years, St Joseph's
11 Binghamton and No

FREE

restricted or bann d

FREE 6-PAK OF COCA-COLA
WITH ANY TO-GO 14.. MEDIUM OR

sex.
L"'"'-"1:"

OR

MORRIS CHAPEL

PITCHER OF COCA-COLA WITH ANY IN HOUSE
14'' MEDIUM OR lARGER PllZ~
OOODONLY AT:

1217 W. MARCH LANE

····················I477-2624

Sunday
11:00 AM

Dr. Gary B. Putnam
University Chaplain

NOTVAUD 'WlTH ANY 01711iR OFFERS

FAMILY SPECIAL
~-

•1o~

LARGE 16" CHEESE
PIZZA PLUS
ONE ITEM.
ALSO INCLUDES
.
~OTG0~9'4
A
PITCHER
OF
SODA
....,.._15 GQOD ONLY AT:
1217 W. MARCH LANE

477-2624
TVml AN'/ OJHIIIt OFFIIRI

ALL YOU CAN EAT
LUNCH BUFFET

'339

INVEST ~~ulB~~

YOUR CAREER DEPENDS ON IT

:;~~~HETTI

• SOUP
• SALAD BAR
• GARLIC TOAST

000DONLYAT:

Considering graduate education in management?
Schmidgall, Director of Admissions, will visit
University of the Pacific, on Tuesday, October 11
between 1Oa.m. and 2p.m. To learn more about th~
Atkinson School, call Craig Wells at 946-2361 m
Career Planning for an appointment.
ATKINSON GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Willamette

1217 W. MARCH LANE

4'T7-2624

(503)370-6440

UOP

CHILI'S would like you to enjoy any one of our 6
delicious appetizers free! There's nothing to collect,
no game to play, and you don't have to buy anything
to get your free appetizer. Come visit us at Chili 'sour customers make us like
"No Place Else."

a•••••••••••••••••

Good only at CHILI'S-5756 Pacific Avenue

ANY 24" FAMILY OR 26" PARTY PIZZA

UNIVERSITY

Salem, Oregon

••••••••••••
$1.00 O ·FF

• ljjfll•i•I•INIOTVAUD'WITHANYUJHEif oFFIIRs

Expires: 12-31-88
Valid: Monday-Wednesday, 4 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

ANY 14" MEDIUM OR 16" LARGE PI
l217~~~tANE
477.2624

NOTVNJD Wf171 AN'/ OJHIIIt OFJIDS

$2.00 OFF
ooooom.v AT:
1217 W. MARCH LANB
4'77-2624

every campu in
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to any state that still
...IJlllc:t.aJ~ said they were

cross
ampus news notes
DAME, lnd, (CPS) -- To enliven a seminar he was leading, a
19.
magician and adjunct professor G. Herb True said he was trying
up his lecture with his "flaming hand" magic trick-- in which "I flip
.. when he became distracted, jerked his hand the wrong way and
LtciClemcuJ) set fire to papers he was using as a visual aid.
~2-~. fbere was minimal damage before the flame was extinguished, Notre
47~ \i9
spokesman Michael Garvey said.
·1 ll rrue, who suffered a minor burn, said he intends to keep using the trick in
471
-~j7
as an attention-getter. "When was the last time you set fire to your
he replied to a question about how effective a teaching tool the
.,.,.,,_,,,.~,of Notre Dame professor set fire to his classroom Sept.

) --Female faculty members on two separate campuses have
the new year with critical salvos at the men who run their schools.
group of University of Iowa faculty members announced in August it
try to pressure UI to hire more women, a move which prompted IU
release a report defending its efforts to recruit female teachers and deans.
on Sept. 7 a similar new group at the University of New Mexico held a press
lrnnjfere:nce "to publicize the condition of women working on this campus."
UNM History Prof. Jan Roebuck said she helped form the group after
IPre.<aaeJnt Gerald May's April, 1988, explanation that he has not appointed
women to high-level administrative posts on the campus because there
no women qualified for them.
"We need to get together on this issue and get our voices heard," Roebuck
the Daily Lobo, UNM's campus paper. "It's been going on long

..

She said the new group would pressure May to hire more women and form
force to recruit them.
Asimilar press conference inspired the Universtiy oflowa, which formed
affmnative action task force in 1984 to recruit women, to release an
report purporting to show that -- although there are "many more"
tenured professors on campus than female -- gender no longer seems
be a factor in tenure decisions.
For the past four years, Sarah Hanley of IU' s College of Liberal Arts said,
and women have had the same number of tenure approvals and denials.

,(CPS)-- Boston University rejected student protests and issued
new rules Sept 15 prohibiting students from having overnight guests
the opposite sex in their dorm rooms.
"All of life after 11 p.m. has been banned at BU," senior Jamie Sanbontold a crowd of 2,000 students th~t had converged to protest the
'IO'IItllvisitaticm rules the day before they were approved.
BU's strict new rules may be the closest a college has come in returning to
"in loco parentis" relationship schools maintained with their students up
the 1960s. Under the doctrine --literally meaning administrators acted
place of the parents" -- campuses set curfews for students, suspended
for behaving in ways they didn't like, and forbade students of the
sex to visit with each other behind closed doors.
the rules collapsed under student protests for greater autonomy,
drinking laws and increasing numbers of student lawsuits blaming
for sexual assaults and other crimes have moved many campuses
., mwL<•u their control over potentially litigious student behavior during the
few years.
.
.
In recent years, St. Joseph's College in Maine, the State Umvers1ty of New
at Binghamton and North Carolina State University, among others,
have restricted or banned overnight visits to dorms by members of the
sex.
.
Virtually every campus in the United States has stiffened 1ts student
rules since 1986, when the federal government threatened to cutoff
to any state that still allowed 18-year-olds to drink alcohol.
BU officials said they were just trying to help students study.

KEE, (CPS)-- Angered by what they call unethical Church of
recruiting methods, Marquette University officials have banned all
ure:hl!i.ous groups from proselytizing on the Catholic c~pus.
.
The new policy is apparently the frrst ban on ~chmg by any Catho?c
college in the U.S. University officials say the Milwaukee Church of.Ch~st
uses "manipulation" and "harassment" to convert students to the fruth,
described by one member as a self-governing "bible-believing church.''
"Their tactics are manipulative by targeting vulnerable people and pressuringthemsoitisdifficulttomake.afreechoice,"saidtheRev.DavidHaschka,
I~QJrec.t•"lr of Marquette's Campus Ministry.
.
Although Marquette is a Catholic school, it does not attempt to convert 1ts
students to Catholicism. Under the new policy, Haschkea says, no one-- "not
even the Catholic church" -- may proselytize.
. .
.
Ahandful of preachers regularly travels across the country to vtSit pubhc
campuses. While many students fmd the preachers, who seek attenti~n. by
assaulting passersby, obnoxious and disruptive, campus offtct~ls
11•u1utetJm•~:s are reluctant to ban them for fear oflawsuits charging them With
..u~......
the evangelists' constitutional rights to freedom of speech and
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DENVER, (CPS)-- Lt. Col. Oliver
North spent much of a recent speaking visit to Raleigh, N.C., listening
to North Carolina State University
students chant "Ollie Out Of
Raleigh," but even though North is
in the midstofa lucrative nationwide
lecture tour, the embattled Marine
probably won't be coming near
enough to college campuses to hear
many similar taunts this fall, his
agent reports.
It's not that North is afraid to tempt
protesters or that campuses are
afraid to hire North to speak. It's just
that colleges and universities can't
afford North's steep lecture fee.
"I've had at least 15 colleges inquire about Oliver North," said
Bernie Swain of the Washington
Speakers Bureau, which books
North's lectures. "They just can't
afford him."
The only school at which North is
scheduled to appear this fall is Boston College, Swain said, although
he's ironing out plans to book North
at "four or five other colleges."
Jeb Spencer, Boston College's lecture series coordinator, said BC's

ft. __ __ - - - · · - ·

student government will pay
$25,000 for North's lecture.
As a functionary on the National
Security Council, North, who still
awaits trial, allegedly sold arms to
Iran in return for a promise-- never
fulfilled -- to help free American
hostages in Lebanon. North then
allegedly used some of the profits
from the sale to aid the contras.
Prosecutors also charged North with
destroying evidence when investigators tried to probe the alleged
scheme.
To some, North became a symbol
of someone who placed himself
above the law to make war as he -not the nation's elected lawmakers -decided. To others, he became a
hero standing up for what he beIieved to be right
To all, he became a magnet for
controversy and, now, a hit on the
lecture circuit
Colleges, Swain said, are perhaps
the best public forums for North,
although Swain says he has received
about 90 inquiries about North
speaking engagements in recent

Phi Mu Alpha Music Fraternity is
sponsoring a men's Choir open to
all men.in the university community. wednesday nights at 7:00.
Instrumental Rehearsai Hall.
SERVICES
Tutoring available in all subjects
areas. Flexible hours and reasonablerates. In\prove your performance. Call for appointment 4620643. Typing and consulting also
available.
Renting movies for a slow Friday
nightbutyouneeda VCR? Maybe
we can help you--Come in and
check us out!
The ASUOP ANNEX
WORLD PRESS
UOP's own jazz/rock band is
back and eager to perform. Call
944-7322 or 957-7763.

"Colleges are much more willing to
book someone involved in controversy than a corporation or a trade
association,"Swainexplained. "It's
just that his fee is high."
Some schools, in fact, want North
precisely because he does evoke
passions.
Boston College, Spencer said, "is
an apathetic school, and we're hoping to get rid of that apathy by bringing North to campus. It's worth
paying the extra money to get rid of
the apathy that's been on this campus for years."
Nevertheless, Spencer doesn't
"anticipate any problems with protesters. I talked to 'Food Not Bombs'
(aBostonpeacegroup)andtheysaid
they'll be out to protest in force.
That's fine, that's their right. But I
don't know of any student groups
that are planning any protests."
In contrast, some people at Arizona
StateUniversity--oftenportrayedas
aconservativecampus.--seemmuch
quicker to protest
ASU's Faculty Women's Association recently criticized the

cil for allowing a local radio station
tousethecampusforaJessicaHahh
promotion.
"The unfortunate highlighting of
Ms. Hahn shows insensitivity to
women and men at Arizona State
Universitywhoconsiderthemselves
seriousscholars,"thewomen'sassociation said in a memo to the business council.
Hahn, whose sexual liaison with
television evangelist Jim Bakker
ultimately forced him to resign from
his PIL ministry, has posed unclothed twice for Playboy magazine
and is now a disc jockey for Arizona
radio station KOY -FM.
The women's association com~
plained that Hahn's appearance on
campus "perpetuates the unacceptable stereotype of women as sexual
objects."
Richard Huxtable, president of the
business college, said he "probably
used bad judgement" when he
agreed to Hahn's campus appearance.
"Students were taken advantage
of,"saidASU studentpresidentJohn
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some schools have taken action. Two University of Arizona students,
example, organized a drive to limit the preachers t? a."~eaker's comer"
campus last fall. And in 1984, the University ofyrrgm1a --after a volley
a threatened lawsuit-- limited preachers to certam days, hours and areas
the campus.
.
Private Catholic schools like Marquette aren't requued to let.such prea~h
on campus. Barbara Keebler of the National Cathohc ~ucat10n
'l>~t,~1 ~1 uuu. however, reports she's unaware of other Cathobc schools
similar policies.
.
.
don't have that problem," said Seton Hall Umverstty spokeswoman
Degnan of campus preachers. "I'm not aware of any groups that have
on campus to proselytize."
.
Seton Hall, she said, doesn't try to convert its non-Catholic students, wh1ch
up 16 percent of the student body.
~ .
Milwaukee Church of Christ officials told the Marquette 1 nbune, the
newpaper, that they won't back down because of the. ban.
"Whether they formally recognize us or not," said Eric Mansf1eld, a former
with the church, "we still minister to the needs of our students

ordOilie Nort
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Football woes

i P8cificon

LETTERS
Atchley listens to students

On Aug. 4, Pacific head football coach Bob Cope predicted
that his team would win the Big West Championship. Today,
just nine weeks after he made his prediction, Cope's Tigers are
running a 1-4 record.
As is the case with any troubled team, the main concern is to
find out who or what is responsible. Unfortunately, here at
Pacific, most of the blame is being placed on the coaching
staff. As the head coach, it is Cope's responsibility to create
a sense of confidence week after week, even when his team is
losing. Although confidence was present at the beginni~g of
the season, it has since disappeared. The cause of the disappearance, however, falls beyond the control of Bob Cope.
So who's to blame? Well, the athletic administration would
be a good bet. As most of the campus population knows, Dr.
Carl Miller recently resigned from his position as Pacific's
athletic director. The reason for Miller's actions has yet to be
determined, but we must nonetheless thank him for placing
UCP' s football program in an enormous hole. Not only did he
leave the athletic department with a $1.4 million budget
deficit, but he is ultimately responsible for Pacific's horrendous football schedule. Miller had a thing for matching the
Tigers up against national football powers, believing that
UOP would not only gain national recognition, but also make
a tidy profit in the process. Well, UOP has benefitted financially. This year for example, Arkansas paid the Tigers
$200,000 to come and play them in Little Rock. However, it's
hard to gain national recognition when your team loses 63-14.
It only cost Arkansas a little over $3200 a point, but it cost the
Tiger football team it's pride and confidence. Obviously,
Miller didn't quite understand the importance of the confidence factor.
Hopefully the Tigers will still uphold Cope's preseason
prediction. They have a 1-1 conference record and are presently in 5th place in the Big West standings. However, it is
guaranteed that the 13-10 conference-opening loss to Cal
State Fullerton is going to come back to haunt the Tigers. After
playing Arkansas, Cal, and Big Sky Champion Idaho, UOP
was not ready for conference play. They went into the game
with a low level of confidence. Thus, they couldn't pull off the
game-winning plays.
If the athletic administration wants to build a strong football
program it would make more sense to have the squad tune-up
for conference play against teams with an equal or lower level
of skill. That way, the team would be playing against opponents which better resemble the competition of the Big Wes~
• the coaches would be able to make appropriate changes before
the conferer,ce season begins, and the players would be able
to build up their confidence, instead of merely picking up the
pieces. Money, after all, can't buy confidence.

Olympic fallacy

Dear Editor:
.
This letter is in regard to President Atchley. No, not a condemnmg c<>?'ment
on some policy recently implemented by him, butan attempt to ~ogmze an_d
share with the University community something he has done whtch shows h•s
understanding and ability to listen to the needs ~d p~ble~s of students.
Recently I was unexpectedly informed by certam Uruv~s•ty offices that a
large fee was being placed upon me. I felt this fee, for vanous reasons, was
being wrongly charged.
.
.
I went to the offices involved, and though they were cord1~ and listened to
my case, they gave no indication lhat the fees would. be wruved.
As a last resort I went to President Atchley and explamed th~ problem. E~en
though he was extremely busy he took the time to revtew everylhmg
concerning my case that day, since I was only on campus for a few days. And
he concluded the fees should be waived.
President Atchley has not had the smoothest of transiti?ns into UOP's
presidential post. But, his claim that he wants to talk and hsten to students
about problems, and successes, was true in my case..
Hopefully this letter will help convey the opportumty Dr. Atchley has left
open to all students.
David Jordal

Discouraged by lack of interest
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To the Editor:
After having returned from the close of the 32nd annual Colliver Lecture
Series Monday evening, we found ourselves both enlightened and challenged
by the ideas put forth by the speakers and members of the audience.
we were, however, discouraged at the apparent lack of interest on the part
of our campus community's religious leaders -- students and staff alike. With
the exception of certain professors in the Religious Studies Deparunent, few
leaders from the various campus religious organizations were present at these
very important lectures.
The Colliver Lectures expose us to some of the leading religious ideas of our
time. As Christians, we need to experience these ideas and be in the world - not of it. Yet at the same time we must not be afraid of the world either -Jesus didn't heal the lepers from behind a wall. Like Jesus, we need to go
inside.
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Melissa Gosland
Mary McCarthy

Apology to students

Adding to the list
Dear Editor:
Kim Austin's article "Family Day Celebrated" (Sept. 29) offers some wellearned recognition to those who volunteered their time on that Saturday to
participate in this annual event. And lhat's why I want to add to that list the
omitted names of my colleagues Marilyn Draheim (Director,-Academic Skills
Center) and Sylvia Benderlamb (Instructional Services C~dinator, Library). They were panelists with me in our presentations on Shident writing,
reading, and library research at UOP to the Parents' Advisory Board meeting.
The three of us came away from that discussion and question/answer session
stimulated by the exchanges and impressed by these parents' concerns about
curriculum development and student proficiences in writing, reading, and
library work.
Douglas M. Tedards
Dept. of English

Dear Editor:
On behalf of UPBEAT, I would like to apologize to any movie patron wbo
was offended by the cartoon, "All This and Rabbit Stew," that was shown ' - - - before "Broadcast News" on Sept. 23, 24 and 25. We were not aware of the
content of this cartoon prior to its screening.
Cartoons are provided and selected by the same distributor who furnishes us
with the feature ftlm. I have expressed to them my extreme displeasure with
their choice of this particular cartoon.
I would like to thank the concerned students who communicated their
concern about this issue to me and other Film Committee members. It is the
input of the campus community that most shapes our programs and I look
forward to future comments about our program.
RobLoev,

UPBEAT Films Chair

Letters policy
As the Olympic Garnes conclude, perhaps it is a good time to
reevaluate the status of the participants. The International Olympic Organizing Committee calls them "amateur athletes," but for
most, it is better said that they are professional athletes.
In order to expose this fallacy of amateur athletics we must first
define what constitutes an amateur. According to the American
Heritage Dictionary, an amateur athlete is defined as "an athlete
who has never participated in competition for money or a
livelihood." A professional would of course be paid for competing and thus it would be considered their livelihood.
Viewing the competitors would not initially lend itself to
considering them "professional athletes." They compete for
their country and if they place in one of the top three positions
they get a medal. However, probing a little deeper exposes the
truth.
More often than not, especially for the more developed nations,
athletes are paid for competing in a variety of ways. For
American athletes, the pay comes in the form of endorsements
and appearance money (haven't you e•.rer wondered what Carl
Lewis does for a living?). Or consida his arch-rival, Ben
Johnson, of Canada. When it was learned that he hadlostthe gold
medal because of illegal drug use, his agent was quoted as saying
the decis1on could cost his client $10 million over the next three
years!
The S( ··c · lsoplaythis game, although a bit more punitively.
They l v • • y scale for their athletes based on performance.
Howe ~ : f 1 ~rtain athlete is expected to win a gold medal and
does not, even if the athlete produces the best score of his or her
life, they decrease that athlete's pay. Other less affluent countries stake bounties on medals. The Philippines and Taiwan offer
cash incentives for winning -- up to $140,000 for a gold medal
by tht~ lattet and $100,000 for any medal by the former.
Cit atly the majority of athletes who currently compete, or
more im pou antly, place in a medal catagory, are not true
"amat;;;Ul athletes." It is also apparent that only countries em~
ploying these so-called "amateur athletes" have a consistent
chance at winning medals. The International Olympic Organizing
;t ,..e should recognize the fallacy that exists and
Jrofessionals to openly participate in the events
eithe. 1 '
or eru re tne ncept that the games were founded o.1-- arnateu
athl~u comfY lltion.

Drugs cast shadow on games
Tom Gregory
Sporu Editor

On Saturday,the Olympics' greatest star was in his finest fonn.
Sprinter Ben Johnson of Canada
astonished the world by breaking the
world record in the 100-meter dash.
His time of9.79 seconds eclipsed his
own world mark of9 .83 seconds that
he had set last year at the world
championships in Rome.
Johnson astonished the world to an
even higher degree when it was
found after the race that he had tested
positive for steroid use. Drug tests
administered by the International
Olympic Committee (IOC) revealed
that Johnson's urine contained
"massivedoses" of the anabolic steroid stanozolol, a very dangerous
substance that has been shown to
cause liver cancer. Canadian Olympic sources also reported that he had
been injected with cortisone in his
Achilles tendon in attempt to hide
the steroids. Johnson was stripped of
his gold medal and Carl Lewis replaced him as the official winner.
Johnson's failure of his drug test did
not leave him as the only one caught
for banned substance use at the
Games. So far, seven Olympic athletes have been found guilty of drug
use, including a 16-year-old female
swimmer
from
California.
These
failures,
especially
Johnson's, have cast a shadow over
the Games. But sprinter Calvin
Smith, who was awarded the bronze
medal for the 100 meters after
Johnson's disqualification, said that
athletes are now aware that "they
will be punished and will be caught

if they decide to take drugs. I think it
will clean up the sport. And hopefully, it will become a better sport."
It is to be .hoped that track and field
-- and all other sports in which drug
use is a problem -- will become
better and cleaner sports through the
implementation of stricter drug -testing measures. As for Johnson, the
after-effects are far from over.
In addition to the forfeiting of his
gold medal, his world-record 100metcr time has been wiped out. He
still, however, holds the world record he set last year in Rome. In
Cananda, Jean Charest, the National
Sports Minister, announced that
Johnson would be banned from the
Canadian national team for the rest
of his life.
Johnson might even lose his fiveyear, $2-million endorsement contract with an Italian sportswear
company. His contract has a clause
that allows the company to terminate
it if he should ever be disqualified.
IOC President Juan Antonio
Samaranch called Johnson's failure
"a blow for the Olympic Games and
for the Olympic movement. However, it shows that the IOC was right
in the fmn stand it has adopted to
keep the Games ~lean."

Athletes, in the Olympics and in
earlier competitions, have also
called for stiffer testing to keep track
and field clean. After losing to
Johnson in the World Championships last year, Lewis hinted that
Johnson's record was "artificial."
Johnson passed when tested in
Rome, as he did his last test before
theOlympicsinFebruary.Johnson's
test at the Games was just his eighth
ever, a very small number for a
famous athlete and the person
known as "The World's Fastest
Human."
Although it is sad to see the one of
the biggest stars of the "Olympics
struck down in such a fine moment as
winning a gold medal, it is better to
acknowledge the competitors who
achieved theii results naturally and
fairly, and who really deserve the
medals. Through stricter drug testing, competition will get better as
more athletes compete with natural,
instead of chemically-created, talent.
Hopefully, Ben Johnson will learn
from his mistake. Even more importantly, perhaps young athletes
around lhe world will learn from it
and avoid the very real dangers of
substances such as steroids.

Comments from our readers
welcome and strongly enc:om1tR:e~ll , ,
The following are policy guideliinelfii.LD:.;..~~'l.u-.
for submitting a publishable
the editor.

.... .......

1. All letters submitted to the
for publication in The P..r·ifir.MI'
must be signed and accompanied
a verif~able address and
number if possible. .
2. Please limit the length of the le
to 150 words, typed, and doubl
spaced. Handwritten letters will n<X
be published.
3. Deadline for submission of
publishable letter is Monday
noon.
4. The Editorial Editor reserves the
right to edit any letters for clarity~
length, without changing the origi·
nal intent of the letter.

Letters to the editor may be
dressed to The Pacifican, ...,...,LU,..,
Editor, Campus Mail, or
of the Pacific, Stockton, Ca. 9521
Phone 946-2114

American jurisprudence according
to George Bernard Shaw:

Some men see things as they are and say, why? I dream things
that never were and say why not?

''The theory of the adversary
system is that if you set two lialS
to exposing each other, eventuallY
the truth will come out."

Roben Kennedy

•
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Soviet minorities demOnstrate
Glasnost responsible for incJreased demonstrators

Status
Report

Robert Gale
Copy Editor

As the political landscape of the
Soviet Union continues to shift,
deep-seated nationalistic feelings in
the outlying republics are coming to
the surface.

POLITICS

In the southern republic of Armenia, troops and armored vehicles
have been deployed to contain a
seven month old nationalistic demonstration. Thousands of protestors
are demanding the annexation of a
largely Armenian region of the
neighboring republic of Azerbaijan.
Demonstrators in Armenia's northem neighbor, Georgia, are demanding the restoration of natiqnal rights
for the Meskhi, a small Georgian

Moslem minority.
Activists in the once independent
Baltic republics of Estonia, Latvia
and Lithuania are pre:;sing for
greater independence from Moscow
on a number of economic. cultural
and environmental issueH. ,
Critics of General Secretary
Mikhail Gorbachev are quick to
blame this unrest on h~: policy of
perestroika, or restruct'Utring. But
Political Science and Pl~ilosophy
professor Gerald Hewitt offers a
different analysis.
"They we not the result of perestroika so much as they are made
visible by glasnost." Glasnost-- or
openness -- has permitted more
coverage of controversial events in
the Soviet media.
"What you have in the Soviet Union is what Americans taUk about as
a minority problem," sa~·s Hewitt.
"Unlike American minorities,
which are spread out thlrough the
population, minorities in •the Soviet
Union are concentrated in their historic homelands, and those homelands are on the borders.
"The thing to keep in mind always
is that the Soviet Union is the succes-

sor state to the Russian Empire."
~nlike the overseas empires of Britam and France, however, Russia's
colonies were added on at the borders.
"What's happened with glasnost
now is these pressures that have
always been there ... are now out in
the open. Smaller demonstrations
would have happened anyway, but
the notion that [Moscow) might actually respond certainly encourages
much more widespread demonstrations."
Hewitt says the demonstrations
are not only being reported more,
they are being tolerated to an unprecedented degree. "When they
want to break up a demonstration,
they go through the crowd with
clubs. In the old days, that was no
problem."
But tolerating the demonstrations
could have serious implications for
the Soviets...If you allow it to get out
of hand in Armenia, then it spreads
like wildf~re."
"One of the paradoxes of refonn in
the Soviet Union," says Hewitt, "is
that it creates more problems than it
solves in the short nin."

W.F.P. volunteers resc:ue colleague
Witness for Peace is afaith-based
movement committed to changing
US policy toward Nicaragua
through non-violent action. Its purpose is to develop a community ofUS
citizens who stand with the Nicaraguan people against intervention by
the US in their country.. ·

BUSINESS
BERLIN- Joint World
Monetary
talks in West Berlin were
by angry protestors. The proclaim that fmance talks like
between frrst world Western
are unfavorable to poor
world nations. 10,000 police
on duty during the talks
to control thousands ofdem,j)astrat<>rs. Riot police detained
people and West Berlin police
226 into custody.
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·Constitution Day, USSR
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tters policy

Latin America Support Comm.
monthly meeting
7:30p.m., call948-3302

· Thansgiving Day, Canada
Network
conferance
8:30 a.m., call465-4265
·Armchair Traveler
"Mexico and Beyond"
1:30-3:00, Delta College

-.:..••'"~•·Asia Pacific
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Witness for Peace volunteers Paul
Dix, Doug Schirch and Rose
O'Donnell obtained the release of
colleague Richard Boren on
Wcdnesday, March 9, after a peasant
led the WFP volunteers to the contra
group holding Boren.
Boren and Nicaraguan Victor
Rvdriguez had been held since
Mearch I, when they were kidnapped

by the contras in Mancotal, Jinotega.
Boren was sleeping in a house jn
Mancotal where the contras shot a
13-year-old girl, Isabel. Ramos.
Boren tried to stop her bleeding.
Everyone was thenorderedl':>utofthe
house and Boren was take111 away at
gunpoint by the contras.
The WFP volunteers were looking
for information on the two 1men when
they started toward Wiwili, inNueva
Segovia, Wednesday morning.
They continued down the road, gathered news of Boren· s whereabouts,
and found him at about ·4:30 p.m.
CST Wednesday.
Boren had been kidnapjped along
with 11 Nicaraguans, 10 of whom
escaped.. On~:>~f them, Rodriguez,

was still being held. Boren insisted
thatRodriguez be released with him.
Rodriguez was eventually released
. to WFP as well.
This weeks' World on Wednesday,
a lecture/luncheon series held in the
Bechtel International Center, will
feature Rose 0' Donnell, a Witness
for Peace volunteer who was in
Nicarag"#Qfrom July 1987 to April
1988. In her presentation, "Eyewitness from Nicaragua", 0' Donnell
will discuss her perspectives of a
Nicaraguan rural community.· She
will also share her experiences
about the instrumental part she
played in the release of another
WFP volunteer, who was kidnapped
by the Contras.

SPOTLIGHT
Editor's Note: The purpose of this
corner is to highlight a variety of
opinions held by UOP students concerning our world community. More
importantly, the format is meant to
encourage everyone to self-examine
their own rational and instinct on
thought-provoking topics. Ask yourselves these same questions and
challenge yourself to understand
others.
OSLO, Thursday, September 29,1988.
The Norwegian Nobel Committee recognized the United Nations
Peacekeeping forces as the 1988 Nobel Peace Prize winners. In a com·
munication, the committee said the U.N. troops are being recognized
because they, ''represent the manifest will ofthe community of nations
to achieve peace through negotiations, and the forces have, by their
presence, made a decisive contribution toward the initiative of actual
peace negotiations."
At the present thousands of U.N. troops, recruited from nations of the
world, are stationed along the India-Pakistan border in the Sinai,
Golan Heights, Lebanon and Cyprus. New forces are being dispatched
to monitor the cease-fire in Afghanistan and in the Iran-Iraq war. This
year, along with added responsibilities, the U.N. peacekeeping forces,
which have been sent to reduce tensions in the world's trouble spots for
40 years, is celebrating its anniversary.
This week the spotlight is on Selena Spain, originally from South Lake
Tahoe. . She is a sophomore majoring in International Relations at SIS.
Question: WHAT ARE SOME OF THE BENEFITS OF RECOGNIZ·
lNG PEOPLE OR ORGANIZATIONS WITH A NOBLE PEACE
PRIZE?
Response: For a group, like Amnesty International, it will give them
notoriety, and people might take that particular group more setiously, it will
give them a better backing for whatever they're trying to do, and people
might respect them more.
For a political leader I think it would be the same, they would ~~ain more
respect, and it could maybe help that leader make more gains in peace.
Q: DO YOU THINK POLITICAL LEADERS DESERVE AS MUCH
ATIENTION AS OTHER INDIVIDUALS OR ORGANIZATIONS?
R:Ithinkit'~OKforapoliticalleadertowinaNobelprize,iftheyareworthy

[of it]. But I think there are more people working for peace that they
don't even know about
Ofcourse, for all political leaders it's a given, pursuing peace. A lot of them
don't, a lot of nations are at war now. Maybe it shouldn't be a reward to
politicians if they do pursue peace, but they should be recognized.
Q: WHAT INFLUENCE DOES THE NOBEL PEACE PRIZE HAVE
ON PUBLIC OPINION?
R: Maybe just to let people know that there are things going on (for peace).
The people who are cynics and think that nothing can be done (like the world
is just going to blow up) maybe this can help them understand that there are
people out there trying to mediate peace.
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Tired of Driving to -amptis?

Live Across the Stre!et
from UOP

.•
•

2 bdnn, 1 bath, ONLY $390/month
Studio's for ONLY$285/month

Available immediately
College Garden Apartments
620 West Stadium Way
(right across from the conservatory)
Please see manager in Apt #4

·Travel Slide Show
"A Russian Trek"
1:00, Stockton Library

·Universal Childrens Day
·World on Wednesday Lecture
"Eye Witness from Nicaragua"
by Rose O'Donnell
Noon, Bechtel Int'l Center

Copied but never matched. These are
the original Wayfarer® sunglasses by
Bausch &Lomb that moved sunglass
styling of the SO's to fashion's forefront.
They're great fun to wear but serious
sunglasses, too. Ray-Ban Wayfarer sunglasses give you
full glare control, 100% ultraviolet protection, and frame quality
that's matched only in the finest prescription eyewear.
See our selection of Wayfarer and other Ray-Ban sunglasses by
Bausch & Lomb today.

l

FOREIGN
FOODS
a cross-cultural experience
in the area try:
MEXICAN
RESTAURANT
445 W. Weber, 946-5792
price range: $7-12
hint: for real Mexican,
Chile Rellenos or
Tamales were suggested

IKP.oinn,fr'n111nhv·.

FREE RAY-BAN T-SHIRT*
with the purchase of any Ray-Ban sunglasses
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Region/Country: ITALlAN
DeVINCI'S
4555 N. Pershing, 957-2750
price range: $3-6
hint this delicatessen is
arranged buffet style,
like our cafeteria

LOWER LEVEL,. MCCAFFREY CENTER

ANNE PINKERTOI'J

F I NA
297 LINCOLN CENTER/STOCKTON, CA 95207
PHONE: 2091478·5670

5

*First 48 customers only
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feature
Soap: Clean fun?
Linda Cobb
S&affWriler

Do not turn on that TV to watch a
soap opera. Ifyou live in a donn, you
can just open your door and watch
"The Days of UOP"
The days of UOP are full of exciting and unexpected events from the
time you wake up until the time you
go to sleep. Unfortunately, the days
will sometime start earlier than you
would like.
Each donn seems to have reoccurring, spontaneous gatherings outside. South/West seems to have
more than its fair share. While most
students are sleeping at 4:30 in the
morning, residents of South/West
Hall are wrapped in their robes
standing on wet grass listening to the
peaceful fire alarm. Girls cover their
un-made faces with their un-done
hair, all the time hoping the cute guy
down the hall goes out the other
door. All heads tum as a couple run
from a room (I did not know the
:s rooms were coed).
111
All too soon after getting back to
sleep, the traffic begins to rush down
Stadium Drive, and the residents
begin to rush to get to the showers
Bob Tockett helps his daughter, Heather, search for the perfect
first.Is that a scream? Someone must
Halloween pump!<in at the Manteca Pumpkin Fair.
have flushed the toilet. A few late
risers stumble to showers unaware
that many have already been to two
·meals and a day's worth of classes.
Around noon, the TVs in the
lounges tum on for the afternoon
soaps. The lucky ones with televisions in their rooms can lie in bed
watching with their economics
books open (really, mom, studying).
All around the tree lined campus,
October is associated with a variety
You know classes are ending when
of traditional events to the UOP
the deep greens of summer are fadthe music levels begin to rise and the
Sludent -- mid-tenn week, football
ing. Nature's artistic palette is regames, homecoming kings and
stereo wars begin.
placing them with a variety of crimThere are constant sporting events
queens, Anchor Splash, and of
sons, golds, and sepias. One popular
held
inside the residence halls. You
course, Halloween night. when the
image of autumn and October has
might
even hear the pitter-patter of a
campus comes alive with ghouls and
always been the changing of the
motorcycle
driving down the halls of
ghosts. October also signals the
leaves' colors. For this reason the
Grace
Covell.
When you hear
beginning of autumn and and the
Slavs referred to October as the
"fore," be sure to duck--Price house
official end of summer.
"Yellow Month."
There is achill in the air, but it may
has begun driving practice. You
There are, of course, many events
need to jump at South/West, they
that are part of the American culture
have something to do with the fact
which have occurred in Octobers
that the campus population is into a
only have a putting green. And you
second month of classes. According
past. In 1492, Columbus discovered
might not be able to get to the launto the traditional academic calendar
America. Politically, two issues aredry room. There are some people
this accounts for the relentless apalive and well in this year's presiwho enjoy sliding down the stairs on
proach of exams. However, on the
dential campaign which have their
a mattress.
Roman calendar, October is the
roots in the monthofOctober.On the
And don't be surprised to see a
rcnth month. Over the centuries
lOth in 1892, Francis Bellamy commouse run down the hall. Although
many associations have been added
posed the pledge of allegiance (the
there are plenty of rules and regulato this month's image. In days gone
words "under God" were added
tions prohibiting animals in the
by, early Germans referred to Octo- during the McCarthy era in 1954). In
dorms, there seem to be mini-zoos
that pop up. In many rooms, you will
ber as "Winter-fyllith" because of 1957, the USSR launched Sputnik I,
find the average fish bowls and
ttte belief that winter (and not a test) the first manned satellite-- the space
tanks. Ifyou look more carefully you
'flas approaching with the full moon race was on its way.
October is a month of possibilities.
will see hamsters. You may even see
of the tenth month.
Each month has been personified A quiet excitement seems to lie just
a snake, and where there's a snake
and is associated with an image. beneath the surface of every event.
there will be mice (you have to feed
reptiles something).
December has old father time, Tradition is part ofOctober's image.
bearded and bent; January has the The campus will fmd orange everyWhile most with a meal plan try to
infant new year, be-diapered and be- where, and not just on sweatshirts
avoid dorm food by going to the
decked with hope. Since this was the and football unifonns, as the leaves
Rathskeller and the Summit, there is
winter harvest month, ancient calen- all change during the month. Even
no way to escape the dorm dinner.
dars represented October with the Mother Nature has
spirit
The bigdecision on everyone's mind
figure of the farmer sowing grain.
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October ablaze
with tradition
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is, "Dow,~ go to Grace and have deli,
_again, or experience the quads?"
The atmm:phere is much more palatable at the quads but deli always
seems to win.
Grace i~; bursting with noise. A
crash from the comer causes everyone to quickly turn to see who to
applaud. But wait. .. another
crash... and. another...could that be
another? Is the dining hall full of
klutzes? No! There are juice glasses·
falling from the undersides of the
tables. It ~;eems that at the last meal
someone attached the glasses with
butter pats to the underside of the
tables. n1e butter is just now melting.
The commotion dies with the last
few crash(~S. But what is going on at
the table in the middle? There is a
guy with a model of a home, no
maybe an ;ant farm, on his plate. Oh,
Isee, it's Mt Rushmore. No, it's just
his table's idea of a food sculpture.
As the troops file back fTom dinner
there is a big commotion before
anyone can get serious. No matter if
they are on their way to their studies
or TV, people seem to come out of
the woodwork about now. Messages
pop up on everyone's door. Everyone reads amy and every door. A little
more gossijp, a few more songs, a few
more putts and the donn goes quiet
(or as quiet as a donn can be).
The studying always seems to get
done when prime time ends (no
correlation, of course). Some lights
go out, and the night owls begin
prowling the halls. Almost imperceptibly, tlne day has wound to an
end. The night owls keep on talking,
laughing, eating and drinking. It is
now past David Lettennan and even
the national anthem, but they have
no need ttJ• be tired-they slept the
day away.
Eventually, with nothing left to
say, even the night owls tuck themselves in. The sounds of the last
printer shut off. No one is moving
except the "spiders" that set off the
fire alarms that love to wake us up,
ready-or-not, for another day of
UOP.

Discritnination part of
broadcasting craft
Editor's note: The following article
was written after a press conference
'th newscaster Christine Craft as
Wl
part
of last weekend's Media Day.
The story was selected from the top
threeawardwinnerswhichincluded
Emma Garcia of Fremont High
School, Oakland; Phil Finuche of
Lincoln High School, Stockton,· and
Mel1·nda Kuberae 0'J~ Stagg High
School Stockton.
'

"Too old, too ugly, and not deferential to men ..." were the reasons for
releasing then co-anchor Christine
Craft from a Kansas City broadcast
station.
Presently the co-anchor of KRBKTV Channel31 in Sacramento, Craft
was the keynote speaker at Media
Day '88, a high school journalism
workshop which took place on
campus last Saturday, Oct. I.
Craft sued the Kansas City broadcast station in 1981, after her release
because she believed that she had
been a victim of sexual discrimination.

"I'm as vulnerable as the next
son," Craft said. But she
claimed, "It wasn't about
called ug1Y. "
Good Morning America: The
day Show, and Late Night
DavidLettermanareamongthe
shows she has appeared 2n in
s~nse to her c?urt ~se. My
raised the question, What should
anchor woman be like.?'"
,
claimed. Shesaidanchor·womeJtar..l
more of a sexual advertisement
actual anchors, and she felt it is
for a change."
Since the court case, she has
lished a book entitled, Too Old,
Ugly, and Not Deferential to
about her saga. The book
10,000 copies before being
uted.
Although she lost the case,
felt proud that her story won
attention. It has even been r~n,nrt.••n
that one of the questions asked
ing the Ms. California Pageant
what the contestants thought of
Christine Craft case.
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Christine Craft discussed sex discrimination in broadcasting at lncUIIIJIIII~ftte.
Day '88.
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Whafs wrong with this picture?

One of these guys is not a Genuine Bud Man. Can you guess which one?
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It was a wild weekend, but who's going to believe the stories?
Luckily you had your trusty instamatic camera.
Indisputable evidence. Check with the replay official.
It's History.
And with one day film processing from Qualex and
the University Bookstore you can have that evidence in hand
before your house meeting on Tuesday.
It wasn't pretty ... but it was pretty funny.

One day film processing by Qualex
Quality • Excellence
Kodak
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LOWER LEVEL • MCCAFFREY CENTER

Got a match? Ill Can you, by moVing only two matches, spell the
word "BUD"? IAnswer below.!
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New films released

"Eight" entertains
Cathie Allen

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

UOP Jazz Ensemble
Homecoming Concert
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8: 15p.m.

University Symphony Orchestra
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

Shirley Dominick, flute ·
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

31
UOP Symphonic Wind Ensemble
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

0

8:15p.m.

Faculty Woodwind Solos & Ensembles
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
8:15 p.m.
Polish piano virtuoso and pedagogue Adam Wibrowsky will be
in a lecture-demonstration on "The Polonaises of Chopin" on
, Oct. 10 at 8:15p.m. in the recital hall. The public is invited to
free ofcharge. Wibrowsky is a professor at the Grenoble, France,
Conservatory and is Laureat of piano competitions in Warsaw,
WR!rtelona and Paris.

"•t.•hll'llO

~ission to all Conservatory concerts is

by a $2 scholarship aonation.

l•~~:nts and children are admitted free of charge.

UOP DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE
fJtSt production this year by the Department of Drama and Dance,
Shop of Horrors," begins tonight in the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Additional performances are Oct. 7, 8, 13, 14 and 15. All
tmormtan1ces begin at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6 general admission and $3 for
UOP staff and senior citizens. For more information and reservacall946-2118.

AUDITIONS
Departnient of Drama and Dance will also be having auditions for two
O'Neill one acts, "Ile" and "The Rope." Auditions will be held
, Oct. 10 and Tuesday, Oct. 11. They will begin at 7 p.m. eachnight
take place in the DeMarcus Brown Studio Theatre. Auditions will
readings from the scripts. There will be parts for 7-10 men and 3women. Perusal copies are available in the Department of Drama and
11 "1P'illlnrP: office. All UOP students, faculty fllld staff are invited to attend.

Rhonda Filer
Entenainmcnt Bdi10r

ln tne next few weeks, several new
movies will be released. They will
include several thrillers and comedies, and a sequel.
"Dead Ringers," starring Jeremy
Irons, was recently released. This
suspenseful thriller was written and
directed by David Cronenberg, who
earned critical acclaim with his
movie "The Fly." He also wrote and
directed "Videodrome" and "The
Dead Zone." "Dead Ringers" is
based on the novel''Twins" by Bari
Wood and Jack Geasland. Jeremy
Irons portrays the Mantle twins -Beverly Mantle, a shy scholar, and
his brother Elliot, a confident extrovert. Ironically, these twins head a
fertility clinic. The problems begin
when both of these identical twins
become involved with the same
woman, portrayed by Genevieve
Bujold.
Another thriller soon to be released
is" Alien Nation." The action begins
in Los Angeles when 300,000 immigrant "newcomers" from another
planet are integrated into human
society. Mandy Patinkin plays a
"newcomer" cop who becomes panners with a human cop, portrayed by
JamesCaan. Theysetouttosolvethe
murder of Caan's former partner,
and in doing so, they find something
far more dangerous.
A new movie starring Richard Gere
is currently playing in selected theatres. "Miles From Home" also stars
Kevin Anderson. This movie is
about two brothers who lose their
Iowa farm. Gere's character burns
down the farm when the bank: forecloses. The two brothers make their
problems worse when they steal cars
and encounter the police.
Tom Waits stars in the recent concert film " Big Time." "Big Time"
was directed by Jonathan Demme
who made the Talking Heads concert film , "Stop Making Sense."
Waits'
are intercut

UCTHEATRE

with scenarios in which Waits portrays a ticket booth cashier.
Keanu Reeves, who starred in'
"River's Edge," returns to the big
screen in the new movie,"ThePrince
of Pennsylvania." Reeves plays a
rebellious teenager in a Pennsylvania coal mining town. His character,
Rupen, refuses to follow in his
father's fOOtsteps and work in the
coal mines. Rupen eventually reconciles with his father with the help
of a hippie friend, played by Amy
Madigan.
Billy Crystal will soon have a new
film out In "Memories of Me,"
Crystal plays a heart surgeon who
suffers a mild heart attack while
operating on a patient. Because of
this, Crystal goes home to reconcile
with his father, portrayed by Alan
King. "Memories of Me" was directed by Henry Winkler of"Happy
Days" fame.
The comedy "Working Girl" will
be coming soon. This fUm stars
Melanie Griffith as Tess McGill, a
struggling secretary in New York.
She moves up the corporate ladder
using ruthless tactics. On the way up,
she gains an ally in Jack Trainer,
played by Harrison Ford. Sigourney
Weaver portrays Tess' high-powered boss.
Finally, "Cocoon: The Return"
will be released in the coming
months. The original cast members
Don Ameche, Steve Guttenberg,
Maureen Stapleton and Tahnee
Welch return in this sequel. The
group is allowed a brief visit home
from the planet Antarea for an important rescue mission. This visit
allows them to re-examine their
decision to leave Earth forever. Each
one resolves their decision in a new
way.
These new movies have something
for everyone -- science fiction,
thriller, comedy or sequel. In the
coming months, there will be a wide
variety of films to choose from, so
keep watch for them. You might see
something you like.

Staff Writer

"Eight Men Out," the new movie
by director John Sayles, tells the
controversial story of the 1919
World Series fix by the Chicago
White Sox.
Inspired by a cheap manager, who
considers bottles of flat champagne
a bonus for making it to the World
Series, eight of the boys decide that
the only way to make money off the
game is to participate in an underhanded scheme. For a payment of
$10,000 each, the boys agree to
purposely lose the World Series
despite the odds in their favor. The
gamblers behind the fix would then
win high stakes by betting on the
other team. The movie shows how
this damages the morale of the other
players as they flght to win the series
anyway.
The action is slow as the ringleader
of the team , Chick, tries to convince
other players to join in. There are
some shady dealings by gamblertype characters that are confusing
during the middle. The audience
never does figure out who they are,
or how they are all tied together.
The action picks up remarkably
when they actually get thto the Series, and later when they go into the
trial. Even someone who is not a big
fan of baseball will find himself on
the edge of his seat, waiting to see if
they will actually succeed in throw!n~ the games. This suspense contin-

ues mrough the rest of the movie, and
the ending has a poignant twist
The characters are well-developed.
You get vecy involved with the
pitcher, Eddie, who has to join the ·
scheme because he has a family to
suppon. Playing the character of
Buck~ John Cusack, who generally
appears in comedies, proves his
ability as a dramatic actor. He gets
the audience's sympathy because,
although he refuses to participate in
the deal, and therefore does not receive a cent, he is still blamed fo(
being a "silent partner." You can'
help but feel sorry for the innocent
people who are hurt by the ftx:
neighborhood kids who see the play·
ers as heroes, their honest-hearted
manager, and the other team members who play their hearts out trying
to win anyway.
The movie does a good job of recreating the feeling of 1919. The
period costurnes, including authentic flannel baseball uniforms and
1900 model cars, add to the feeli,ng.
A typical neighborhood 1900's
baseball stadium is used, with
touches such as the national anthem
being sung tluough a megaphone
_
rather than a microphone.
Overall, this movie is suspenseful
enough and definitely entertaining:
On a scale of 1-10 for dramatic
•
movies, with "Fatal Attraction" an<t
"Big Chill" being tens and "Superman 5" being a one, this movie rates
a seven for pace and audience in.volvement in the storyline.
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THE NATURAL
ALTERNATIVE
TO ICE CREAM
With every purchase of a small yogurt.
receive one c runchy topping
FREEl
Oct. 31. 1988
Offer good at the following NATURALLY YOGURT locations:

3202 Pacific Avenue, Stockton

465-8566

Give your heart
an extra helping.
Say no to high-fat foods.

Showing tonight at the UC Theatre is "No W ay Out" starring Kevin
Show times are 7 and 9:30 p.m. This weekend, "The Last
IDlnN>1'•!\1'" will be playing. Show times on Frjday and Saturday are 7 and
p.m. On Sunday, the movie shows at 2, 7, and 9:30 p.m.

A

American Heart

~ Association
WE'RE FIGHTING Fa<
\QJR LIFE

~
INCORPORATED

Get A's and B's for you parents,
and a CD for yourself.

Se pte mber 30, 1988

Univers i t y of the Pacific
UPBEAT Films
3601 Paci f i c Ave nue
Stockton , CA 9 52 11
To :

ROB LOEVY and
t he STU DENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC

The ma nageme nt of FILMS INCORPORATED extends its sincere
a po l o gy to a ny of those in the audience who viewed the
cartoon ALL THIS AND RABBIT STEW and found it to be
o f f e n s ive .
Our reco r d s i nd icat e tha t this is par t of the TEX AVERY
SERIES produced in 1941. In reviewing the subject matter,
i t i s no t e d that t he humor was in keeping with the mores of
that era , but are in no wa y c ondone d by FILMS INCORPORATED.

Try a Macintosh today - you may win a Sony
Discman or an Apple T-shirt.
Last week's winners:
Joanne Paine
Mike Grossman
Sandy McGowan
Linda Durbeck
The next drawing will be Friday, October 7th

Thank yo u fo r cal l i ng this to our attention. Our inventory
record s now ind i ca t e t h at thi s c artoon c an b e inter preted
as " racially offen s ive ". In t he futu re , we will review the
s ubject matter of each cart oon a ccompa nie d with a feature
f ilm prior to shipme n t to y ou r account.
we reg ret a ny e mbarrassme nt or misunders t anding this may
h a ve cau sed yo u a nd your a udience .
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1112) 171-BI, Ell. 42
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(3121 171-~. fat. 44
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Register at the UOP Computer Store
A division of the University Bookstore
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UOP whips Long Beach 22-10
Tom Gregory
Spons Edi1or

TIGER TRACKS
Friday, October 7
7:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.

Water Polo at Long Beach State
Volleyball at Long Beach State
Field Hockey hosts Maine
Saturday, October 8
Water Polo at UC Santa Barbara
Football hosts UNLV
Volleyball at UC Irvine
Cross Country at Aggie lnvit./UC Davis

noon
6:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
10:30a.m.

Wednesday, October 12

Last Saturday the UOP football
squad traveled to Southern Cal with
an 0-4 record. But they returned to
Stockton that night with their first
victory of the season --a 22-10 romp
over the Long Beach State 49ers.
For Tiger head coach Bob Cope,
the victory was especially sweet
because the Tigers hadn't beaten the
49erssince 198l,andthe49erswere
the only Big West team that Cope
had never beaten. Things looked
good for Pacific from the very beginning of the game. Long Beach received the kick-off and drove 92yards before Andre Sutherland

A111. Spons Edi10r

7:30p.m.
3:00p.m.

Friday, October 14
Block P Dinner
Sacramento Kings and the L.A. Clippers

6:30p.m.
7:30p.m.

Claw Marks
ASUOP Concerts and Tiger Athlctics arc sponsoring an NBA exhibition basketball game between the Sacramento Kings and the L.A.
Clippers on Friday, October 14 at 7:30p.m. in the A.G. Spanos Center.
Get your tickets now at the UOP Box Office for $8.50 or $9.50. There is
a $2 discount for Pacific Express Card holders.

Volleyball stings UCSB
Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Wrucr

The UOP volleyball team returned
home for match play against No.19
OC Santa Barbara last Friday, and
beattheml5-11,11-15,15-4, 15-10.
The victory upped their conference
record to 2-0, and their overall record to 7-5.
Cathy Scotian, who was named
CEC Player of the game, paced the
Tigers with a career high of25 kills.
She also added three service aces
and 13 digs cnroute to a :255 hitting
percentage. Brooke Herrington led
the team with an amazing 39 digs.
Santa Barbara, on the other hand,
was held to a hitting average of only
.094, including a .000 percentage in
the ftrst game.
The most important play of the
match came in the fourth game when
Santa Barbara was leading 9-7.
There were many side-outs before
Paciftc broke through. "When you

have been coaching for a while, you
recognize them as break points,"
commented Dunning. "The team
that wins the next point more often
than not wins the match."
The previous Tuesday night in
Harmon Gym, the Berkeley Bears of
California avenged the straight set
loss that they suffered to the Tigers
back on Sept. 6. The Bears came
back from a two game deficit to beat
Pacific 13-15,6-15,15-8, 15-13,153. The win snapped Pacific's tengame winning streak against the
Bears.
Statistically, the Tigers dominated
the match. They outdid Cal in blocking (14-11) and in hitting percentage
(.252-.236). Scotian led the way
with 20 kills, 10 blocks, and a .356
hitting percentage. Krissy Fifer had
a career high 18 kills.
The Tiger~ will be traveling this
week to face conference foes Long
Beach State, UC Irvine, and Fresno
State.

The UOP men's water polo team
notched its first two victories of the
season with lopsided wins over UCDavis and Santa Clara on Sept 23
and 25, respectively.
In their home openc:7 against CalDavis, The Tigers churned up a 9-3
victory. Over 200 fails lined Chris
Kjeldsen pool to root the Tigers on to
victory. Senior driver Chris Thompson scored three goals to propel
the Tigers to their first victory of the
season. Lately, Thompson has been
Pacific's designated scoring machine. Last year he cranked in 50
goals, and this year he has scored
seven times in just four matches.

Mike Schneider
A11t. Sports Editor

The women's field hockey team
claimed its frrst win of the season
with an exciting 2-1 overtime victory over Cal-Berkeley. It was only
the second time in UOP history that
the Lady Tigers have won at
Berkeley.
True to form, the Lady Tigers got
on the board frrst, this time taking a
1-0 lead off a shot by Karen Chiramonte with two minutes left in the
ftrst half. The Pacific defense, led by
goalie Sheri Megginson, who had 12
saves, then proceeded to clamp
down on Cal and hold the lead until
the home team managed a goal with
just four minutes left in the game to
knot the score and send the contest
into overtime.
It appeared that the Lady Tigers
might falter with the game on the
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Williams ended the game witb 1
yards rushing on just 11 carries
earn offensive CEC Player-of.
Game honors.
Long Beach did score one
time, but the Tigers were in
Cope felt relieved after the
victory. "The kids needed w-.una...don't know of a football f.elln IliA.-~""
needed a win worse than this
You can't have genuine COillltdl~•
unless you have some success."
Pacific, which is now 1-1 in tbe
.West Conference, will start a
game borne stand tbis
whentheytakeonUNLV. Vegas
an overall record of 1-3 and is
ing off of a 48-6 loss to .NCDflllbt

Also scoring for Pacific were Anthony Chavez and Doug Sutherland,
each of whom scored two goals.
Tiger goalie Dan Della Maggiora
totaled ten saves and held the Aggies
to just three goals.
Two days later UOP stuffed Santa
Clara 18-7 in a shootout at Stanford.
Tod Robinson and Craig Ackley
each tallied three gOals and five
other Tiger's all managed to score
twice.
The Tigers, now 2-2 on the season,
have a matchup with UC-Santa
Barbara. The Gauchos are currently
undefeated and are ranked 9th in the
country, so the Tigers should have
their hands full. Then the Tigers
travel to the Bay Area to compete in
the NorCal Tournament

Pacific's Anthony Chavez looks for an open teammate.

Hockey scores first victory of the season

cr

(209) 474-8822

Pacific came away with a touchdown. The most important fourthdown conversion came when the
Tigers ran a fake punt to Mike
McMaster for 21 yards. Jon Grim
scored for Pacific on a 6-yard run,
and Gran added the extra point to
give the Tigers a 10-0 lead
Long Beach State dido 't get on the
scoreboard until late in the third
quarter when Dave VanSteenkiste
kicked a 55-yard fteld goal. However, Pacific's Gran had already
kicked three fteld goals himself to
give UOPthe 16-3leadal the end of
three quarters.
Early in the fourth quarter, Williams tore off on a 66-yard touchdown run to ice the game for UOP.

Water Polo is victorious
Mike Schneider

Volleyball at Fresno State
Field Hockey hosts Stanford

fumbled the ball through the back of
the end zone. The Tigers were
awarded a touchback and took control of the ball on their own 20-yard
line.
For Paciftc, that was the only break
they needed. The Tigers' offense
exploded downfleld to Long Beach
State's S-yard line. Mark Gran finished the drive off with a fteld goal.
Halfback Anthony Williams had a
48-yard run in the series to lead
Pacific.
In the second quarter the Tiger's
offense came through with big plays
on several occasions. In just one
possession, Pacific was faced with
three fourth-down situations. Cope
elected to go for it each time, and
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In the bridges off March Lane (llJ1stairs bthillll Marsludl's)

line, as has happened in the past, but
this time they came thrpugh in the
clutch. Freshman Joanna Mobley
scored three minutes into the period
and UOP fought hard through the
ftnal seven minutes to come away
with the victory. "The girls had
come so close in all their earlier

games.Itwasgreattogetawin,"said
Coach Carla Konet. "We've really
begun to mature as a team. We
hadn't done a very good job of holding our leads in the past, and now we
proved that we can."
The Lady Tigers' win puts them in
second place in the conference race

at 1-1-1 and vaults them ahcldtfl'lll!i111 •·:~~~

Cal, who fell to 1-2 in the ..._,........, MIIDOComilllg
It also gives them some m0111e11
heading into a tournament at
which includes three top-20
including #1 Providence. UOP
matches starting Friday,
running through Sunday, Oct.

THEY'RE BACK
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